
Help Mom (or your significant other) stop worrying when 

you’re out riding - with a Herobiker Motocross Protector 

This is particularly important for dirt bike and ATV riders, since in these activities you are moving at increased 

speeds over rough terrain.  

When riding in groups, spinning tires will throw out dirt and rocks called a roost (as it’s similar to a rooster’s 

tail in appearance). To prevent injury to the chest of those who happen to be in the path of a roost, some sort 

of deflector is needed.  

Falls are common in dirt biking, and to a lesser degree in ATV riding, which can cause a number of possible 

injuries. Arms, chest and back can suffer abrasions sliding over rocks and dirt. (Other areas of the body need 

protection as well, which will be addressed later). Impacts of the body onto rocks and dirt, and sometimes the 

dirt bike or ATV, can cause bruises and occasionally more serious injuries. Wearing a helmet, gloves and 

boots/shin guards will protect the head, hands, feet, and knees/shins, but leave other parts of the body open 

to injury, such as the chest, arms, back, and neck. 

In the past the rider would use several pieces of plastic armor to protect these other areas of the body. A 

problem with these pieces is that they would often shift around during riding. For example an elbow piece 

might slide up or down the arm, leaving the elbow unprotected. Or one of the several pieces might get lost.  

The solution to these problems is to combine all of these pieces into a protective jacket, or motocross 

protector. 

The Herobiker Motocross Protector has it all in one economical package:  

 Chest protector 

 Removable back 

 Spine and tail protector 

 Shoulder cups 

 Elbow cups 

 Forearm protector 

with a wide elastic waist belt, and with the bonus many others don’t have of protection from shoulder to 
elbow and a removable neck guard. 

The Herobiker protector is made of light weight stretchable yet durable lycra/mesh net fabric and high impact 
injection molded plastic with a full zipper front closure. The adjustable Velcro elastic straps provide a secure 
and more exact fit and thumb loops keep the arm protection in place. The liner is removable which allows for 
easy cleaning and the high density foam padding provide comfort and a snug fit. 
 
It has multiple large vents in the plastic shells and underlying foam which combined with the mesh fabric 
provide maximum ventilation. The ventilation makes the protector very breathable for riding in hot desert 
climates, and for cooler weather you can add a shirt underneath or pull on a jacket over the protector.  
 
With this powersports protective jacket, you can worry less about your safety so you can focus on winning 
that race or just having fun. 
 



Ride safe: Plastic armor as described in this article is usually effective in protecting against abrasions and 

bruises, but to a lesser degree in protection against more serious injuries. 

 


